Detox Foot Spa
Frequently Asked Questions
…What accessories come with the Foot Spa?

…Which plug does the foot spa come with?
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Included in the Aluminium case is the 1x main touchscreen unit, 1x FIR (far infrared) waist belt, 3x pairs of TENS
electrode pads and 3x TENS electrode cords, 1x pair of massage slippers, 1x pair of massage hand grenades, 1x
user manual and you can choose either the standard array or the platinum array.
With your purchase we also include a manual where the use of each accessory and instructions regarding the Foot
Spa are further detailed. We do no supply the footbath basin or salt. Any plastic bowl large enough to fit your feet
into is fine. A ceramic or glass bowl (or any non-conductive material) can also be used, we do not recommend
stainless steel. Any salt is fine to use.
Plug provided is the UK plug. Depending on your local requirements, you might need to purchase a plug adapter
(travel adapter) from your local electrical store. The power supply is 110v to 240v 50/60Hz - the Foot Spa is dual
voltage, therefore you probably do not need a converter.
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…Who cannot use the Foot Spa?

Any person falling into one or more of the following categories should NOT use the Foot Spa:
• An individual with a pacemaker, other magnetic device or battery-operated electrical implant.
• An individual who is taking heart medication and/or blood thinners.
• An individual who has received an organ transplant.
• Pregnant or nursing women.
• An individual on medication or psychotherapy, the absence of which would cause physical or mental impairment
or other associated conditions.
• An individual who is sensitive to low-level positive and negative currents while their feet are submerged in water.

…How long should I use the Foot Spa for each treatment?

It is generally recommended to start slowly, with short sessions (approximately 10 minutes, or less) and then
gradually built up. It is usually recommended to not exceed 30 minute sessions.
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…Which working mode should I use in the hydrogen spa setting?

The Hydrogen Detox Foot Spa produces both negative and positive ions and has three working modes. Users should
place the unit into AUTO mode where the array is balanced between the two. The – mode (100% positive) and =
mode (100% negative) should only be used under the supervision of a qualified and experienced medical
practitioner. In either the – or = mode, the lifespan of the array will also be significantly shorter.

…What does the ORP(mv) mean on the Negative hydrogen Spa interface?

ORP stands for Oxidation Reduction Potential [in millivolts (mv)] and is a measure of the reducing potential of a
water body. This refers to the ability of a water body to either release or accept electrons from chemical reactions.
When ORP is low, dissolved oxygen is low; meaning anaerobic conditions dominate. When ORP is high, the reverse
is the case and aerobic conditions dominate, oxygen works efficiently to break down contaminates.

..... how much salt do I need to use for the Foot Bath?

If using the Standard Array, add no more than a ¼ of a tea spoon of salt and stir before plugging the array.
For the Platinum array start with no salt, as this array is quite sensitive and requires very little amounts of extra salt, if
any, compared to the Standard array. Especially in summer, the feet can perspire and some salts get in the water
this way. Also, depending on the water used, the mineral content can be high and it can happen that no additional
salt is required. During use, you might need to add salt for both arrays (use small amounts each time), depending on
the readings.

Detox Foot Spa
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…Is tap water ok to use for the foot bath?

You can use tap water. We generally recommend to use filtered water, as this will also prolong the life of the array.

…How do I clean the array?
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We recommend cleaning the array after each use. This can be done simply by rinsing the array with clean water and
allowing to air dry in a cool dry place.

…Ki Science offers two arrays for the Foot Spa. What is the difference?
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Both arrays can be used as suitable devices for detox foot spa treatments. The platinum array is however Dr.
Klinghardt’s first choice of array and is designed to last longer than the standard array.
Both arrays are consumable items and would need replacing after being used for a certain amount of times. The
standard array should last for approximately 35-40 uses, while we expect the platinum array to last in excess of one
year when used regularly every week.
The platinum array can also be used for detox foot spa treatments, or to produce hydrogen water to drink.
Hydrogen water is simply regular water that is infused with extra hydrogen (H2) molecules. H2 concentrations of
approximately 1200-1600ppb can be achieved in five litres of water in roughly thirty minutes. As the array works by
pulling H2 gas out of the atmosphere and infusing it into the water, the hydrogen water that is produced should be
consumed within thirty minutes, as the H2 gas will begin to escape back into the atmosphere.

…Can I use the platinum array to make both water to drink and for the foot spa treatment?

We recommend you use the platinum array for a single purpose: either for foot spa treatments or to make water to
drink.
If you switch purposes then you need to make sure the array is cleaned properly. To clean the platinum array for a
switch in use, submerge the array into a clean container, add salt to the water and run a hydrogen spa programme
on Auto mode for 20-30 minutes. This will work to disinfect the array.

…How do I know when the array is no longer working?
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The lifetime of each array will be dependent on various factors; the quality and mineral content of the water, how
often the array is used, the length of each detox session and how well it is maintained. When the array no longer
produces bubbles whilst in use it is coming to the end of its life, and will need replacing.
*******************************************************************************************************************************
Make sure you support your body and the detoxifying process with toxin binding supplements as recommended by your health practitioner
and keeping detox pathways open with: plenty of filtered water, healthy bowel movements, correct breathing, good posture and relaxed
movement and sweating.
All research and clinical material published by Ki Science/Klinghardt Institute is for informational purposes only. Readers are encouraged to
confirm the information provided with other sources. Patients and consumers should review the information carefully with their professional
health care provider. The information is not intended to replace medical advice offered by physicians. Ki Science/Klinghardt Institute will not
be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, special, exemplary, or other damages arising therefrom.

